Interpretation of the results of Doppler ultrasound flow volume measurements of infrainguinal vein bypasses.
To evaluate a pattern for the interpretation of the results of intraoperative Doppler ultrasound flow volume measurement of infrainguinal vein bypasses. Retrospective analysis of prospective data. 91 consecutively performed infrainguinal non-reversed free vein bypasses. Using preoperative angiograms, the run-off, which can be expected after the reconstruction, was evaluated by means of a point score. A first measurement of the flow volume was taken after the release of the blood flow and a second after administration of 20 mg Alprostadil into the bypass. From these two results, we calculated an average value, which was set in relation to the run-off score. From this we computed a relative flow, i.e. the flow per open crural vessel = per run-off score unit (quotient:flow/score). The median relative flow of angiographically perfect reconstructions was 86 ml/min. In 14 reconstructions, the control angiogram showed stenoses: median relative flow 59 ml/min, range between 20 and a maximum of 75 ml/min. The practical application of the flow measurement requires a minimum relative flow guideline for stenosis-free reconstructions. A guideline of 80 ml/min would yield a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 68%. Measurement of flow volume could be used as a screen, in order to filter out reconstructions, which must be further clarified with an angiogram. A further prospective evaluation of the value of volume flow is needed before any conclusive recommendations can be drawn.